
AGI’s SMT ASSeMbly FixTureS are becoming more popular to solve many SMT assembly 
challenges! Our proven designs can handle thin PCB’s or boards with unusual form factors. 
Our design features include:
 • Optical grade composites available, easier for PCB sensors to ‘see’.
 • Sliding board tensioners lock PCB’s from .031” - .093” thick onto the pallet;  

may eliminate the need for tape. 
 • AGI’s unique bolt-on-pin design allows us to manufacture custom shaped pins for 

interference fit or for precise applications.
 • All SMT fixtures are designed with the PCB set proud .005” above the pallet for optimal 

printing results.

AGI has a solution for flex! We have a unique pin design that will lock down Flex CirCuiTS 
or PCB’s less than .031” thick. Our design features include:
 • Our sliding pin design protrudes .005” above the tooling hole and locks the substrate 

down to the pallet. This eliminates the need for taping. This design is also proven not to 
interfere with the screen printing process as long as there are no apertures within 3mm.

 • By positioning three sliding pins at 45˚, we can also keep the flex circuit flat.

Our PreSS FiT FixTureS feature drilled holes that allow for pin protrusion while supporting 
the barrel. 
 • Made from aluminum or G-10
 • Holes drilled are approximately .005” larger than PTH barrel I.D. to support the barrel 

and annuallar ring to prevent any damage from occurring. 
 • Two locating pins.
 • Machined pockets for part clearance.

Sky HookS And boArd 
STiFFenerS are used to prevent 
board sag during the reflow 
process. Ideal for large boards 
with BGA’s. This simple and low 
cost solution will help reduce 
BGA defects.
 

STenCil / PAlleT  
STorAge CArTS
• Three Stencil Carts available 

for storing 12, 24 and 50 
stencil frames. 

• Adjustable design 
accommodates all frame sizes. 

• Non-marring vacuum formed 
trays will not scratch or ‘paint’ 
your frames. 

• Pallet storage carts available 
• AGI’s “redi ship’ program 

ensures all standard carts are 
in stock.

SMT / Flex and PreSS FiTS

BaSkeTS and CarTS
AGI’s WASH bASkeTS are 
designed from a stainless 
steel sheet, with the openings 
punched out. This reduces 
welding and sharp edges.  
A stainless steel piano hinge 
and latch ensure long life. 
Stock sizes available and 
custom sizes built to order.

Our Feeder CArTS feature 
machined tooling designed 
to meet the manufacturer's 
specifications & prevent 
damage. Stock carts for:
• Fuji 
• Sanyo
• GSM 
• Siemens
• Panasonic 
• Juki
• Assembleon

Wash Basket

177 Nick Fitcheard Road
Huntsville, Alabama 35806
256-858-3300 • Fax 256-858-3304
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AGI operates a modern manufacturing facility located in Huntsville Alabama, 

just 2 miles from Cummings Research Park. Huntsville is a strategic location for 

the electronics assembly industry. Many of the largest contract manufacturers 

and OEM’s for telecom and automotive electronics have significant facilities here. 

This broad depth of technology and manufacturing helps keep AGI ahead of the 

curve. Many of our technical staff have worked in the electronics manufacturing 

industry. We understand your needs and are committed to deliver:

 • State-of-the-art tooling designs to meet the most challenging SMT assemblies 
on the planet.

 • Best delivery in the industry. Tell us when you need it, we'll make it happen.

 • Our manufacturing operations run 7 days per week, multiple shifts, ensuring 
you get the tooling you need when you need it.

 • Cost effective solutions.

 • Total Customer Satisfaction!

See our website for more details: www.aGicorp.com



FundAMenTAlS oF  
SeleCTive Solder deSign

The simplest way to design and build a selective solder pallet 
is to select the tallest bottom side SMD and pocket to that 
depth. This is perfectly acceptable for a PCB with only small 
package passives on the bottom, and a lot of space around 
PTH components.

For complex PCB’s, the previous method is not optimal. AGI’s 
unique ability to “contour” the pallet to the PCB, gives you 
the “Biggest Process Window” and allows us to access PTH 
locations in very tight spots. 

BoTToM SIDe  
Standard Features:

 • All bottom side fasteners are made from 
316 grade stainless steel. This eliminates 
solder sticking or wetting to the fastener.

 • All fasteners are thread locked.

Step cutting on the top side, or pocketing  for larger 
SMd components, leaves more material in place for 
rigidity, and allows for ‘contouring’.

By radiusing the inner seal wall, aGi can reliably 
machine seal walls down to .030” thick without 
sacrificing strength (.050” – .075” typical).

Combining the benefits of 45°, 30°  and 15° chamfering 
we can achieve the maximum possible opening. This 
opens the process window up to 70%.

                 ToP SIDe Standard Features:

 • AGI’s standard PCB hold down is our low profile. It is 
unbreakable, eSD safe and guaranteed for the life of  
the pallet. The non-marring design applies 12 pounds  
of downward pressure without having to lift. Just twist!  
We also offer a high profile hold down, cam-lock and 
custom hold downs for connectors.

 • AGI does not ‘tap’ the composite, we use all “metal to 
metal” fasteners ensuring a reliable and long lasting fixture. 

 •  We offer two sizes of extruded aluminum stiffeners and 
solder dams; for smaller pallets we have a 3/8” tall and  
for larger pallets we have a 3/4” tall design.

 •  All pallets are engraved with the board name and 
our work order number for handy reference. All data 
associated with your pallet is stored to that work  
order number.

For our High Volume Customers,  
We offer:

The “Titanium Finger” is a favorite with high 

volume manufacturing. It extends the pallet 

life, won’t take solder, and the design won’t 

fall apart 

from abuse of 

manufacturing. 

The titanium is 

.070” thick.

AGI Solder Pallet  
Features
Wave solder pallets offer many  

advantages to the cost conscious  

Process Engineer. These advantages  

can usually pay back in a few weeks  

with cost savings and improved yields.  

By deploying a double reflow process, you  

can maximize your yields through the wave  

solder process. Other advantages are:

 • Eliminate flooding by masking open areas 

and preventing board sag.

 • Reduce second hand load parts and  

hand soldering.

 • Save thousands of dollars in Kapton tape 

and the labor to add and remove.

 • The composite materials thermally protect 

bottom side SMD’s from shock.

 • Mask BGA vias from the wave ensuring 

reliable solder joints.

 • Lead Free grade optical material for higher 

temperatures.

AGI, a winning team since 1994, cares about providing solutions that meet or 

exceed our customers' expectations. Our pallet designs, as well as our company, 

are built around meeting today’s process engineering needs. Our goal is to 

design and build a solution that will give you:

 • Highest yields with the largest process window possible.

 • Easy to use tooling that will survive your manufacturing environment.

 • Fastest delivery times possible.

All of our staff understands and is committed to on time delivery of high quality 

products. We run a multi-shift operation so that solutions worked out by day can  

be manufactured that night. This is why we feel confident that once you try  

AGI, you will continue to choose us for all your tooling needs. 

“Pressure relieving” improves solder flow by 
reducing “Z” height and allowing the wave 
time to stabilize. 

Utilizing the “back pressure” created from the 
flow of the solder, aGi designers can help force 
solder into tight openings.

See our website for more details: www.aGicorp.com

AGI’s Component and Board  
Hold Down Solutions
 • The “Pop-Up Canopy” is AGI’s latest solution for 

component hold downs. The hinged lid features a 
spring loaded pop-up mechanism that ensures a true 
vertical motion while engaging and holding down 
components. This eliminates skewing or binding issues.

 • “Slam latches” can be used with all of our canopy 
designs; Pop-Up, Hinged or Lift Off types. The slam 
latch is operator friendly, simply push down to latch. 

 • Our removable lids, feature alignment pins and ‘keyed’ 
design so the lid goes on only one way.

 • All of our canopy designs feature injection molded 
component hold down plungers with spring forces  
of 1/2, 1, 2, and 12 pounds of force. 

 • Custom component hold downs and alignment tooling 
is commonly used to ensure your components are 
aligned and seated correctly. This makes your final 
assembly operations trouble free.

Finally, an adjustable Pallet with  
Movable Hold downs!
 • Rails feature AGI’s unique adjustable board hold downs. 

Sliding design allows the user to position the hold-downs 
anywhere along PCB edge. 

 • One-piece construction eliminates seams, racking and 
loosening hardware in the corners.

• PCB support edges are .062" wide. 
AGI’s step cut allows connectors to 
overhang the PCB edge up to 3/8”. 

• Board hold-downs will accom-
modate a .031-.093 thick PCB.

• Carrier machined with 30° beveling 
on all bottom side edges.

• Standard sizes in stock, custom 
available.

Titanium Selective Solder Pallet
Titanium Selective Solder Pallets are utilized for 
difficult wave soldering applications. These ap-
plications include PCB’s that are designed with 
plated through hole components in very close 
proximity to bottom side SMD’s. By machining 
titanium vs. composites, AGI can achieve ‘seal 
walls’ down to .020 inches thick standard and as 
small as .015 inches thick over short distances.

• 1 piece Titanium design prevents leaks and 
alignment issues. 

• Composite frame reduces thermal  load in 
wave, cooler and lighter. 

• Seal Walls down to .020 inches thick standard 
or down to .015 inches thick for short distances.

• We can also provide smaller Titanium Inserts 
depending upon your application.

• Titanium ensures long life for high volume  
applications.

• Ideal for soldering very challenging mixed 
technology boards.


